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What solutions can Swiggy explore to improve product 

discovery on its mobile app and subsequently increase cart 

additions? 

 

- Nihal Assadi 
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Executive summary 

 

The goal of this PRD was to enable a better product discovery to the end user on 
Swiggy’s mobile app.  
 

We explored user journeys and levers that needed to be addressed to improve the 
overall experience. First one was to improve the product discovery experience when 
the user had launched the app directly and the second was to improve the overall 
experience from call to action to user launching the app. 

We identified pain points in both the cases and listed solutions. The first solution, 
‘Ask Swiggy’ involves curation of dishes by experts in suburbs according to 
categories and presenting this to the user in a visually immersive and engaging 
manner. The user is shown at the most only three dishes to keep her cognitive load 
low and making it easy to decide. 

The second solution involves improving the overall experience from push notification 
being sent and after user launches app. Here too, we maintained connectivity and 
relevance by showing dishes in a visually immersive and engaging manner and 
thereby increasing the probability of cart additions. In both solutions, we increased 
the probability of quick product discovery and subsequently cart additions. 

The solution also has scope for further evolution leading to a better personalisation 
and improving the north metric of company which is to increase revenue over time. 
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Problem statement 

Swiggy currently has more 100,000 restaurants and it continues to onboard 
hundreds of restaurants regularly. Let’s say, a suburb in a tier 1 city has 100 - 300 
restaurants and each restaurant has 20 items on average, that’s a total product 
listing of 2000 - 6000 items for that suburb and shown to a single user! This greatly 
increases cognitive load and decision making capability for a user about what to eat. 
The user ends up spending more time scrolling rather than actually ordering. 

Majority of Swiggy users are between 20 to 40 years of age, are digitally savvy and 
have a low attention span. If they don’t find the right dish quickly can lead to drop off 
and increase churn rate in long run.  

Hence Swiggy has to constantly innovate to make product discovery easy and quick 

 

 

Identifying users 

Let’s analyse two different user personas in tier 1 city that use Swiggy 

User persona Nature Relies on Challenges 

1. Neil, 28 years 
old, HR 
professional 

Loves online 
gaming, is a foodie 
and is a frequent 
consumer of 
instagram reels 
and snapchat 
videos 

Reviews when 
deciding to eat 

Finding something new to 
eat 

2. Anjali, 32 
years old, 
entrepreneur 

Pressed for time. 
Relies on tech 
solutions to make 
life easy 

 Suggestions 
from trusted 
source 

 

Pressed for time and 
hence does not want to 
spend too much time 
deciding what to eat 
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User journey 

Scenario 1: 

 

 

Stage User goal User action 

App launch Order food quickly User taps on ‘Swiggy’ tab and/or navigates 
to search tab 

Product discovery To find food item quickly User browses through ‘top picks for you’, 
‘in the spotlight’, ‘popular brands’, ‘best in 
safety’, ‘new suggestions’ and also 
searches for keywords 

Add to cart Quickly select item(s) 
with desired quantity 

User taps on item, selects quantity and 
adds to cart 

 

 

Scenario 2: 

App 
launch  

Product 
discovery 

Add to 
cart 

Call to 
action 

App 
launch  

Product 
discovery 

Add to 
cart 
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Stage User goal User action 

Call to action Navigate to ‘Swiggy’ 
screen quickly 

User taps on push notification received 

App launch Order food quickly User taps on ‘Swiggy’ tab and/or navigates to 
search tab 

Product 
discovery 

To find food item quickly User browses through ‘top picks for you’, ‘in 
the spotlight’, ‘popular brands’, ‘best in 
safety’, ‘new suggestions’ and also searches 
for keywords 

Add to cart Quickly select item(s) 
with desired quantity 

User taps on item, selects quantity and adds 
to cart 

 

Levers needed to be assessed 

 
To improve cart additions, two stages of the journey need to be checked upon: 

1. Improving the in app product discovery leading to more cart additions 
2. Improving the call to action leading to better engagement and additions  

 

Lever 1: Exploring the current discovery experience 

Let’s understand how product discovery currently happens at Swiggy. There are 

three primary ways: 

1. Suggestion based 

2. Category based 

3. Search based 
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Pain-points in current discovery experience 

Paint point 1: User is shown irrelevant suggestions 

                             

 

 

 

User 

Suggestion 
based 

Popular 
brands 

In the 
spotlight 

Premium 
brands 

Discovery 

Top picks 
for you 

Category 
based 

Cuisine 
type 

Popular 
categories 

Search 
based 

Discovery 

People usually have an idea about an item. Three main factors – time of day, 

type of meal (short bites, mains) and kind of meal (veg, non veg). As we can 

see from above screenshots: 

1. Top picks for you involves veg although user prefers non veg 

2. In the spotlight suggests cafes at 1 pm which might not be relevant 
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Pain-point 2: User is shown too many choices making difficult to decide 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are hundreds of restaurants listed around a user and a hundred more in 

promoted listing. Further, each restaurant has on an average around 50 

recommended dishes! This leads to: 

  Increase in cognitive load and making it difficult for the user to select an 

item.  

 Increase in drop offs in long run 

From offline experience, user is used to taking suggestions from server and 

choosing a dish from those short suggestions. 
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Pain-point 3: Ratings are not trustworthy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ratings are not always trustworthy. Different people rate 

food on very different parameters.  

 What is spicy or hot for one person can be mild for 

another 

 What is adequate portion for one might be too much 

for another 

In long run, this leads to decrease in engagement and 

cart additions 
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Pain-point 4: Item out of stock and Restaurant closed  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After navigating to the menu or adding 

items to cart, user finds that some items 

are out of stock and in some cases, 

while browsing through restaurants, the 

restaurants are closed. This leads to: 

1. Bad user experience 

2. Increase in drop offs 
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Solution 

Feature name Ask Swiggy 

Assumptions 1. Users have basic idea about dish 
2. Users are aware of their budget requirement 
3. Swiggy has set of culinary experts for every suburb 

Solution 
description 

 ‘Ask Swiggy’ is a pre curated list of food items from ‘Swiggy 
experts’ 

 Users give basic preferences about dish in simple steps and 
based on user’s preferences, the feature will show all the 
recommendations by the experts for those preferences in an 
easy and engaging manner.  

 The feature will suggest at most 3 dishes to begin with and 
can be further nudged for more 

 All dishes which are shown will be in stock 

 The feature will have an element of surprise on some items 
with offers/discounts 

 

Problems 
addressed 

1, 2, 3, and 4 

MVP 1. Identification of experts in suburbs 
2. Curation of dishes by experts acc to different categories – 

time of day, new dishes, cuisine type, weather type, hot 
selling for a suburb 

3. Indexing of items with different categories for each expert 
4. UI / UX – immersive images 

 

 

User persona 

User persona User intent 

Anjali is an 
entrepreneur, 30 
years old from 
Bengaluru.  
 

 

Anjali is usually pressed for time and when it comes ordering a 
meal, Anjali relies on trusted suggestions. 
 
Anjali also looks for a quick experience but at the same time 
finds something new to eat as a big challenge 
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Wireframes 

1. User notices ‘Ask Swiggy’ in home/Swiggy screen and is curious to try it   
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2. User clicks on ‘Ask Swiggy’ and provides basic preferences. User can further opt 
for dishes she’s never tried or dishes for the day. She finds the whole experience 
intriguing  
 
           !!!!! 
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3. User is now shown first set of recommendations and is delighted 

        

          

 

  (A)                  (B) 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(A) – As Anjali is shown first three recommendations in an immersive 
visual, she’s glad that choices are minimal and she can make a decision 
quickly. She can also opt to see more of one particular dish  
 
(B) – Depending on the time of the day, she sees the menu based on time 
by default. She can easily switch between menus. Anjali only sees dishes 
in stock and can easily add dish to cart or dismiss a dish. The app will 
remember her dismissed dishes for future recommendations. Anjali can 
also easily discover offers on a dish 
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How do we measure success? 
 
The success of this feature should also improve the north start metric of revenue 
by increasing cart additions. Since we also want to test the success of the feature 
itself, we should be able to see an improvement in engagement and repeat users.  
 

Metrics to track: 
 

 

Goal  Success metric 

Increase engagement with 
feature 

#users actively using feature  
#times feature access by same user 
#dismiss per user 
#user using dismiss 
#users opting for new dishes during 
onboard 
#user drop offs (decrease) 

Increase cart additions #users add to cart 
#dishes add to cart per user 
#average order value 

 

Prioritization 

Tasks Impact Effort Priority 
1. Indexing of dishes acc to categories High Low P0 
2. UI/UX – immersive visuals Medium Medium P3 
3. Add to cart functionality High Medium P1 
4. Dismiss functionality Medium Medium P4 
5. Saving user preferences and dishes never tried High Medium P2 

 

Risks: 

1. Some users might expect Swiggy to already know their basic preferences in 

which case we can auto pick based on user data and confirm with the user 
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Lever 2: Exploring the current call to action (push 
notifications) journey 

 

There’s a lot of scope for improvement in the current journey of the opt-in user 
after being sent a push notification and when she opens app. 

As per my observations, there are four broad push notifications that Swiggy 
currently sends to its users. Please note that these are besides the regular 
ordered food / delivery status notifications. 

1. Alert message about an offer on dishes 
2. Alert message about trending cuisine category  
3. Alert message about cuisine for trending event or festival– Diwali, Eid, IPL 

etc 
4. Alert message about cuisine for general occasions like weekend or doing 

an activity  
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Pain-points in current call to action journey 

Paint point 1: The connectivity from the message sent as push notification to the 

screen shown after launching app is broken. This leads to user confusion  

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
As we can see from above, the push notification message has an intention to 
have users order from little Italy restaurant and avail an offer. But after 
clicking on the notification and launching app, the user is shown the 
home/Swiggy screen leaving her confused and difficult to order the right dish 
 
Such broken experiences can lead to: 

 Decreased click through rate 

 Loss of potential cart additions 
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Paint point 2: For a suggested cuisine in the push notification message, the user is 

shown a lot of choices in the screen after app launch. This makes it difficult for the 

user to decide. 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
As we can see from above, the push notification message has an 
intention to have users order select sweets but when the user launches 
app, there hundreds of choices which makes the user difficult to decide 
 
This can lead to drop offs in the long run 
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Solution 

Feature name Swiggy direct 

Assumptions This solution if implemented with ‘Ask Swiggy’ feature can work 
well together. But for this case, we will assume that ‘Ask Swiggy’ 
feature is not in place 

Solution 
description 

 ‘Swiggy direct’ is a solution which improves the overall call 
to action push notification experience  
 

 Users are shown recommended dishes instead of 
categories or too many choices after app launch 

Problems 
addressed 

1 and 2 

MVP  Identification of experts in suburbs 

 Curation of dishes by experts acc to different categories 

 Indexing of items with different categories for each expert 

 UI / UX – immersive images 
 

 

User persona 

User persona User intent 

 
Neil is an HR 
professional, 32 years old 
from Pune.  
 
 
 

        
 
 

 
Neil is a foodie and is a frequent consumer of instagram reels 
and snapchat videos. 
 
Neil is a frequent user of Swiggy and finds discovering new 
dishes challenging 
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Wireframes 

           

1. User receives Swiggy push notification with a clear call to action in the message. 

User is keen to check it out 
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2. User clicks on notification and is delighted to see the screen after launching app. 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
As we can see from above, the push notification message 
has an intention to have users order select sweets and 
when the user launches the app, he is delighted to see a 
screen which has a dish in immersive visuals. Further, he 
can:  
 

 Easily swipe for at most next three dishes 

 Add dish to cart 

 Dismiss a dish 

 Check out all offers on dish easily 
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How do we measure success? 
 
As in solution 1, the success of this feature should also improve the north start 
metric of revenue by increasing cart additions. Since we also want to test the 
success of the feature itself, we should be able to see an improvement in push 
notifications click through rates 

 

Metrics to track: 
     
 

Goal  Success metric 

Increase engagement with notifications #clicks per user  
#users who click 

Increase engagement with app launch 
screen 

#dismiss per user 
#user using dismiss 
#user drop offs (decrease) 

Increase cart additions #user clicks to cart additions 
#dishes add to cart per user after 
clicks 
#average order value 

 

Prioritization 

Tasks Impact Effort Priority 
1. Indexing of dishes acc to categories High Low P0 
2. UI/UX – immersive visuals Medium Medium P3 
3. Add to cart functionality High Medium P1 
4. Dismiss functionality Medium Medium P4 
5. Saving user preferences and dishes never tried High Medium P2 

 

Risks: 

1. Some users might not like navigating direct to product details screen from 

notification – offer ‘opt out’ of direct feature to users 
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Thank you 

 


